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Water has featured prominently in garden designs for thousands of years, hardly surprisingly--it can

captivate the senses, creating visually stimulating light and movement and soothing, splashing, and

bubbling sounds. In its many forms, water can be used as the focus of a new garden or to add an

exciting fresh dimension to an existing one. Encompassing every aspect of water in the garden, this

beautiful--but also eminently practical--book is full of ideas for incorporating water into a garden

design. Ponds, watercourses, waterfalls, fountains, and small water features--from pebble fountains

to troughs--are illustrated with inspiring photos, and their construction is explained in detailed text

and , where applicable, step-by-step diagrams. There is also a section devoted to bridging water,

using stepping-stones, timber decking, and islands, as well as a variety of bridges. But the book

doesn't confine itself to water features; comprehensive chapters on water garden plants and pond

fish are no less important and give advice on choosing suitable species. How to care for both plants

and fish is explained in a chapter on water garden care, which also contains essential information

on water quality, filtration, pond care, and a seasonal guide. The final chapter looks at how to

design, build, and plant a wildlife pond that will attract a variety of creatures--birds, amphibians,

aquatic insects, and microscopic water life--and help to improve the environment as a whole. Over

300 color illustrations.
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Water has featured prominently in garden designs for thousands of years, hardly surprisingly--it can

captivate the senses, creating visually stimulating light and movement and soothing, splashing, and



bubbling sounds. In its many forms, water can be used as the focus of a new garden or to add an

exciting fresh dimension to an existing one. Encompassing every aspect of water in the garden, this

beautiful--but also eminently practical--book is full of ideas for incorporating water into a garden

design. Ponds, watercourses, waterfalls, fountains, and small water features--from pebble fountains

to troughs--are illustrated with inspiring photos, and their construction is explained in detailed text

and , where applicable, step-by-step diagrams. There is also a section devoted to bridging water,

using stepping-stones, timber decking, and islands, as well as a variety of bridges. But the book

doesn't confine itself to water features; comprehensive chapters on water garden plants and pond

fish are no less important and give advice on choosing suitable species. How to care for both plants

and fish is explained in a chapter on water garden care, which also contains essential information

on water quality, filtration, pond care, and a seasonal guide. The final chapter looks at how to

design, build, and plant a wildlife pond that will attract a variety of creatures--birds, amphibians,

aquatic insects, and microscopic water life--and help to improve the environment as a whole. Over

300 color illustrations.

Who knew there were so many ways to create a water feature?This is one of several books we

bought to help us think about and come up with ideas for a water feature at our newly-purchased

home in the mountains of Western North Carolina. We wanted a feature that would attract birds,

provide white noise, and fit into a woodland setting.The steep terrain and the large size of the

project meant that we had to hire a landscaper to do the heavy work, but the ideas and illustrations

in this book gave us what we needed to express our needs and preferences and to have a

productive dialog with our landscaper.Given the high cost of landscape projects, buying a few books

to help develop ideas and understanding of the many options is a worthwhile investment. I did not

find just one book that covered everything about water features; in this case I bought three that

together provided a comprehensive range of information.

As informational as a bright fairy expects.

Was as described, very satisfied.

just what I wanted

What a wonderful book this ended up being. I learned everything I wanted to know about building a



pond. I will let you know how my pond turns out!

Excellent resource. Covers all aspects of water in the garden.

Quick delivery, fair price, good used book. I'll use it for many years as a reference for my pond.

Another good "Falls" book to rework my ponds
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